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Abstract: Modelling of spatially homogeneous and piecewise-homogeneous image textures by novel Markov and non-Markov Gibbs random fields with multiple pairwise pixel
interactions is briefly overviewed. These models allow for learning both the structure and
strengths (Gibbs potentials) of the interactions from a given training sample. The learning is based on first analytic and then stochastic approximation of the maximum likelihood
estimates (MLE) of the potentials. A novel learning approach, giving explicit, to scaling
factors, estimates of the potentials, is outlined. It exploits the conditional MLE provided
that the training sample may rank a feasible top place within the parent population in its
total Gibbs energy. The models embed both simulation and segmentation of the grayscale
piecewise-homogeneous textures into the same Bayesian framework exploiting a controllable simulated annealing to generate the desired texture or its region map. Experimental
results in simulating and segmenting various natural textures are presented and discussed.
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Champs de Gibbs avec interactions de paires multiples en
simulation et segmentation de textures
Résumé : On présente une nouvelle modélisation d’images de textures homogènes globalement ou par morceaux (régions). Nous faisons pour cela appel à de nouveaux modèles de
champs de Gibbs, markoviens ou non-markoviens, mettant en jeu des interactions de paires
multiples. Ces modèles permettent l’apprentissage simultané de la structure des interactions et de la force des potentiels de Gibbs associés à partir d’un échantillon d’apprentissage
initial. La méthode d’apprentissage est basée sur une approximation analytique, puis stochastique, de l’estimée au maximum de vraisemblance de ces potentiels de Gibbs. Une
nouvelle méthode donnant l’estimation de ces potentiels (à un facteur d’échelle prés) est
ainsi precisée. Elle exploite l’estimation du maximum de la vraisemblance conditionnelle,
à condition que l’échantillon d’apprentissage ait des caractéristiques suffisamment proches
de la population parente de la texture à estimer. Ces modèles replacent la simulation et la
segmentation de textures homogenes par morceaux dans un même cadre bayesien et mettent
en jeu un "recuit simulé controlable" afin de générer soit la texture désirée, soit la carte des
labels associée. Des résultats expérimentaux en simulation et en segmentation de diverses
textures naturelles sont présentés et discutés.
Mots-clé : simulation de texture, segmentation, champ de Gibbs, estimation de paramètre
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1 Introduction: Structure and Texture
A great many works on image modelling in present computer vision and image processing
are dealing with spatial image structures and image textures. Nonetheless, both these latter terms, as state, for instance, H ARALICK and S HAPIRO [1992], are lacking formal and
precise definitions. Informal human views can be found in most standard lexicons, say,
OXFORD [1971], W EBSTER [1959, 1986], BARNHART and BARNHART [1990], etc.
The structure (from a Latin structura which means “to build, arrange”) is defined in a
broad sense as a mutual relation of the elements of the whole object or a fabric or framework
of putting them together.
The texture (from a Latin textura which means “weaving”, “web”, or “structure”) relates to a specific structure of visual or tactile surface characteristics of particular objects
such as natural woven ones (fabrics, tissues, weaves, webs, paintings). In a broad sense, the
texture defines also the structure or composition of an object with regard to its components.
Probably, most extensively both terms are elaborated in modern petrography: the texture
describes smaller features of a rock depending upon a size, shape, arrangement, and distribution of the components but the structure relates to the larger features such as foldings,
faults, crackings, etc. In other areas the texture is also referred mostly to small-scale surface
features or fine structures of the objects and only in rare cases replaces directly the structure.
Despite both notions - the structure and the texture - are rather close in the meaning, the
former is much more universal. One may consider the internal structure of a given texture,
that is, study its particular elements and their arrangement. But, it seems rather odd to
consider “a texture of a structure” (though this involves no contradictions).

1.1 Human view on image textures
Thus, for a human, the texture relates mostly to specific spatially homogeneous, to some
extent, (micro)structures which are obtained by “weaving” of the object elements so that
their arrangement matches, in a broad sense, visual (or tactile) features of a woven fabric.
The term “image textures” refers both to grayscale, color, or multiband images of the natural textured surfaces and to simulated patterns which approach, within certain limits, these
natural images. Imaging of the natural textures involve additional projective or orientationscale geometric and specific linear or non-linear photometric transformations of the percei-
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ved structures within a given texture type or example.
The texture is a somewhat more restricted notion than the structure itself because it is
represented, mostly, by particular natural examples, say, granular, porphyritic, fluidal or
other more specific types in petrography, or fine - coarse, close - loose, plain - twilled or
ribbed textile fabrics, etc. Nevertheless, these human classifications are too fuzzy to form a
basis for a formal definition of image textures in image processing and computer vision.

1.2 Computational view on image textures
As a result, present computational views on image textures either exploit particular image
sets, selected as generally recognized de facto prototypes (like, for instance, the well-known
photoalbum of B RODATZ [1966] and the recent digital collection of P ICKARD et al. [1995]),
or still involve informal qualitative features such as fineness, coarseness, smoothness, granulation, lineation, directionality, roughness, regularity, randomness, etc. Unfortunately,
there are few attempts to associate these features, more or less easily perceived by a human,
with computational image models used to describe and analyze the image textures.
The texture model involves basic gray level (or color, or multi-band) texture primitives
that form texture elements, called textons by J ULESZ [1981] or texels by H ARALICK and
S HAPIRO [1992], built from one or several primitives. Spatial interactions between the
texels govern their spatial arrangement and particular signal values in each of the primitive.
In this context, the interaction has no direct physical meaning and deals only with relative frequencies of particular spatial signal configurations formed by the texels: the more
frequent the configuration, the stronger the interaction. Such interpretation of the interaction suggests that the basic property of the image to be a homogeneous texture is a spatial
self-similarity, that is, a (statistical) repetitiveness of specific signal configurations, say, the
texels with particular signal values, over the image. Of course, this definition is still informal
but, at least, proposes a way of building the formal one which has to specify quantitatively
what and how has to be repeated in the texture.
For a human, the spatial self-similarity, or repetitiveness, is quite definitive. But, it
is very hard (if possible) to give a general constructive formal definition of it. An early
self-similarity concept of C HETVERIKOV [1987] referred to a subimage (patch) of minimum size that can be considered as the texture and to a binary similarity relation between
the patches. But, the ways how to find them in practice were lacking. More elaborated approach of Z ALESNY [1994] involves distances between conditional probability distributions
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of a particular function of the gray level configurations in the patches as a quantitative measure of the similarity. The patches are certain translation-invariant connected pixel subsets
which are equivalent under a given group of transformations. But, in the general case, it is
unclear how to search for these patches and functions for testing the spatial self-similarity
of a given image.
To avoid the impracticable generalizations, we restrict herein the self-similarity concept
to conditional probability distributions of image signals in the texels and to the pixels and
pixel pairs as the (simplest) texels. Such a restriction allows for a precise definition of the
spatial self-similarity in terms of quantitative parameters of particular Gibbs Random Fields
(GRF) with multiple pairwise pixel interactions. These novel Gibbs models of spatially
homogeneous and piecewise-homogeneous image textures as well as approaches how to
learn their parameters were proposed recently by G IMEL’ FARB [1996a] - [1996c]. The
images are considered as samples of the GRF defined by a particular Gibbs Probability
Distribution (GPD). The model parameters, that is, the parameters of the GPD, defining the
GRF, specify a geometric structure and quantitative strengths of the pairwise interactions.
The structure is represented by several families of the translation invariant pixel pairs. The
interaction strength for each family is given by a particular Gibbs potential function of
the image signals in the pixel pair, or texel. Basically, such a simplification leaves aside
most of the textures because usually they have larger and more diverse texels and greater
geometric differences between the self-similar parts. Nevertheless, the experiments show
that a sufficient number of natural and artificial image textures are adequately modelled with
these simple models.

1.3 Contents of the paper
Sections 2 and 3 give a brief overview of the Markov and non-Markov GRFs with multiple
pairwise pixel interactions. Generalized image models with varying interaction structure
are introduced to represent in more details the piecewise-homogeneous textures and their
region maps. Learning of the model parameters is outlined in Section 4. Both the interaction structure and the potentials are learnt, from a given training sample, by using first
analytic and then stochastic approximation of the unconditional Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of the potentials. These approximations exploit the histograms of the image
signals and of the signal co-occurrences or differences which form a sufficient statistic for
the models. Section 5 discusses a novel learning approach based on the conditional MLEs
such that the training data sample may reach its highest rank within the parent population in
its total Gibbs energy (G IMEL’ FARB, S CHMIDT, and B RAUNMANDL [1997]). In this case
the centered signal histograms represent the explicit, to scaling factors, MLE of the Gibbs
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potentials. This allows to build more detailed Gibbs image models provided that the given training sample is sufficiently large to obtain consistent estimates of certain conditional
probability distributions from the collected histograms. The required sample sizes are discussed in Section 6 where a model-based measure to check the texture self-similarity is also
introduced. Section 7 presents results of simulating (generating) and segmenting various
natural image textures and gives some conclusions.

1.4 Basic notation
Below, we use the following basic notation.

  !"# $% & is a finite arithmetic 2D lattice
(')$ pixels supporting digital images. In most cases, the pixel will be denoted by a
with
  .
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over the lattice for the grayscale image , :
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function.
     , W a nis the9Kronecker
a



,
M<
5 e   5n2 6  e 2"g & denotes the joint Gray Level and Region
Label Histogram (GL/RLH) collected over the lattice
for a superimposed pair of the
a
grayscale image , and the region map :
 5 e  , a 4   5  .\ *  '  e  c= *  

 l  , 9 l  E ,  E & XZY)[ 
 k l 2"J denotes the Gray , Level Difference Histogram (GLDH)
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X ZY 
-> , or, c  *  c=HBI ) and inter-region (-  , or,
Here, indicates the intra-region (
c= * #c=HBI ) pixel interactions.
where

   







   



The dot product of two vectors is denoted by  .

2 Modelling Homogeneous Stochastic Textures
Probabilistic image models attach to each image a numerical tag, namely, a probability to
receive this image in certain contexts. If the model is generative, it allows also to generate
(simulate, or compute) the images having a given probability distribution. In other words,
frequencies of the generated images approach the given probabilities in the limit when the
number of generated images tends to infinity. In image modelling, one needs the following
features of the probability distributions:


(i) “Focussing” on a very small desired subset of the images from the parent population:
image processing and analysis applications usually involve no more than hundreds, thousands, or, in rare cases, a few millions of digital grayscale images whereas
the parent populations contain an incomparably greater number   of the samples,




images even for rather small lattices
for instance,
with only
gray levels per pixel.
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(ii) Learning capabilities, that is, possibilities to estimate quantitative model parameters from a given training sample or a subset of the samples.
(iii) Moderate computational complexity of the image generation and of the parameter
estimation:

   )     




because most applications involve lattices of
pixels and
even more, then the processing is computationally feasible only if the complexity is
or less.




 

(iv) Mutual compatibility between a joint probability distribution of the image signals
and conditional probability distributions of the signal subsets in the image.

The GRFs as image models offer all these features. The models describe the images
in terms of an explicit geometric structure and quantitative strengths of the pixel interactions. Herein, we restrict the consideration only to multiple translation invariant pairwise
pixel interactions and, therefore, to a specific class of spatially homogeneous and piecewise
homogeneous image textures, called stochastic textures in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a]). The
stochastic texture has pixels and pixel pairs as the (primitive) texels so that it is specified by
the structure and strengths of the translation invariant pairwise pixel interactions.

j|A|

ja

i

j1

R
Figure 1: Pairwise interactions.

The interaction structure is represented usually by a neighborhood graph (see, for instance, B ESAG [1974]). The pixels are the vertices of the graph and its arcs join the interac-
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kl

ting pixel pairs called the neighbors. In the Gibbs models under consideration, a particular
of the pixel pairs. Each pair has
interaction is given by a translation invariant family
the same spatial shift
between the pixels and differs from other pairs only by its
absolute position in the lattice. The inter-pixel shifts specifying the families can be arbitrary
and depends on a texture type to be modelled (see, for instance, Figure 1). The GPD is factored over these families, each factor being an exponential function of a (Gibbs) potential.
Each family has its own potential that depends on the signals in the pixel pair. The potential value defines quantitatively the interaction strength in this pair. In the Markov/Gibbs
models these pairs are cliques, or complete subgraphs of the neighborhood graph (B ESAG
[1974], H ASSNER and S KLANSKY [1980], G EMAN and G EMAN [1984]). In the simple
non-Markov Gibbs models introduced in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996b]) these pairs are not the
cliques because the neigborhood of each pixel coincides, in principle, with the total lattice.
But, they represent still most significant part of the “lattice-wide” interactions. For brevity,
we refer below to them by the same terms “cliques” and “clique families”.

q l sr l

2.1 Traditional Markov/Gibbs models
The Gibbs models were used first in statistical physics to describe the behavior of large
systems of interacting particles (I SIHARA [1971]). Here, the interaction structures and
strengths have obvious and constructive physical parallels. But, in the context of image
textures it is necessary to define the exact meaning of these notions because the straightforward analogies with physical interactions between the particles, with energies of the particle
systems, with temperatures of the systems, etc., are mostly misleading.
The pixel interaction means almost no more that the gray levels in each particular clique
do not take purely random values. In other words, their probabilities (or relative frequencies) differ from those of the Independent Random Field (IRF): the more probable (that is,
more frequent) a particular spatial signal configuration in the texture, the higher the interaction between these signals, or, in terms of the Gibbs potentials, the higher the positive
potential value for this configuration. Therefore, the only image feature to be linked to the
pixel interactions is the frequency or probability of the signal configurations in particular
subsets of the pixels.
Most known works in image modelling (see, for instance, compehensive surveys of
D UBES and JAIN [1989], T UCERYAN and JAIN [1993], L I [1995], and W INKLER [1995])
exploit two types of the Markov/Gibbs models with pairwise pixel interactions, namely,
the autobinomial and the autonormal (Gauss Markov) models, called automodels by B E SAG ([1974]). Restriction to the models with pairwise interactions is common, not only to
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the image processing domain, because of lesser theoretical and computational complexity
(AVERINTSEV [1970, 1972], D OBRUSHIN [1968], D OBRUSHIN and P IGOROV [1975],
C HELLAPPA and JAIN [1993]). But, the automodels, borrowed from statistical physics and
measurement theory, ignore that the pixel interactions have no physical meaning and cannot be described adequately by the “physics-based” potentials based on signal products. In
physics, a direct dependency between the interaction strength and the signal product is justified. But, it is obvious that the product of gray levels does not relate to their frequencies in
the image. Also, the interaction structure of the automodels is predefined to a considerable
extent. The autobinomial model exploits only two or four clique families that form, respectively, the nearest 4- or 8-neighborhood graph. Thus, in principle, it cannot take account of
more distant neighbors typical to most natural textures. The autonormal, or Gauss-Markov
model is much more flexible because it assumes that all the pixels within a given rectangular, square, or circular window form a clique, that is, are the neighbors of each other. But,
there are no appropriate ways to choose the most characteristic window for a given texture
type (except of a direct exhaustion of all possible variants that is computationally inappropriate) or to exclude less significant interactions from the window. Also, the automodels
meet computational difficulties in learning the potentials (say, in solving large systems of
non-linear equations to find the MLE of parameters for the Gauss-Markov model).
Due to uncapability to learn the interaction structure, these traditional models do not
provide a uniform framework for describing different regular and irregular image patterns
and, therefore, have rather limited possibilities in modelling the natural textures.

2.2 Models with multiple pairwise interactions
Regarding the homogeneous textures, these models overcome some drawbacks of the traditional automodels in two directions (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a, 1996b]): (i) they allow to learn
both the characteristic interaction structure and the Gibbs potentials from a given training
sample, and (ii) some simple gray range transformations (such as arbitrary shifts or linear
stretches of the image gray ranges) that have no effect on the texture type can be taken into
account by choosing a particular form of the potentials or by involving a particular nonMarkov Gibbs model. The Gray Level Co-occurrence Histograms (GLCHs) or the GLDHs
are sufficient statistics for them. Therefore, it is these models that appear implicitly in wellknown approaches to describe the grayscale textures by these histograms (see, for instance,
H ARALICK [1979]). Below, we overview two such models: the Markov/Gibbs one that
admits the gray range shifts and the non-Markov model admitting the gray range stretches.
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Markov/Gibbs model of grayscale images

Generally, the admissible gray range shifts result in a non-Markov image model. But, the
Markov/Gibbs case can be preserved still by assuming that the interaction strength is invariant with respect to the shifts. Under this additional assumption, the potentials for the
pixelwise interactions are set to zero and potentials for the pairwise interactions depend
only on the gray level differences. The corresponding Markov/Gibbs model is as follows
(G IMEL’ FARB [1996a]):

y9 ,   
p l  E  E 2"J  t 2"v

 ' _  l  , F
l Y  



(1)

k

Here, 
is the vector of the centered potential values for the
gray level differences in the cliques of all the given pairwise clique families (the potential
centering in this and subsequent models is discussed in more detail in Section 2.3 below),


is a partial (Gibbs) energy of the pairwise pixel inter-

l  ,  G  l Z.0 * N .0HBI
X Y

actions, and
is a normalizing factor, also called partition function in statistical physics
(I
[1971], B
l  ,   . The total Gibbs energy of the interactions in (1) is as
 4 l  [1974]).
follows:  ,  
Y
   

SIHARA

ESAG

Both the partial and total Gibbs energies can be represented by dot products of the
potential vector and the histogram vectors for the images:

 l  ,    l  E '9 l  E ,   l  E ' l   E ,
O 
 +  Y
 Y 
so that the total Gibbs energy is as follows:
 " l  l  ,       , +   O  , 
 , 
Y 
l Y l  ,   ;

 











Here, the subscript “cn” indicates the centering. Therefore, the model (1) can be written
in the following equivalent form of the exponential family distribution (these families were
studied in detail by BARNDORFF -N IELSEN [1978]):

y9 ,      ' _     O  ,  
(2)
  , \   l  , 1t &
where
the vector of the (centered) GLDHs for the image
,k . This representation shows2"thatv thedenotes
(centered) GLDHs, collected over the clique families,
form the sufficient statistic for the model.
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2.2.2

,

Non-Markov Gibbs model of grayscale images

,
L  ,  , CQ
L  Q
5 8NMPO 5 8;:=<
5 8;:=<
.   *  0.  *  ,  58NMPO  ,  , ' 58;:=< 
58;:=< 5/8NMPO
The non-Markov Gibbs models that  allow for these gray range changes are obtained
,  , directly into the Gibbs potentials (G ’
by embedding the normalization 

Under the admissible changes of the image gray ranges, each image has to be equivalent,
by its Gibbs probability, to a particular reference sample  obtained by normalizing the
initial gray range
into a given reference range, say,
:

IMEL FARB

[1996b]). After the normalization, each pixel depends on all other pixels in such a way
that the local interactions are supplemented with a lattice-wide interaction for getting the
and maximum
gray levels. But, the latter interaction manifests
minimum
itself only if the pixel supports the solitary minimum or maximum gray level in the lattice.
Otherwise, only the local interactions have to be taken into account.

5/8NMPO  ,

58;:=<  ,

This approach leads to the following non-Markov Gibbs model of the grayscale images
(G IMEL’ FARB [1996b]):

y ,      '  _  ,     l  l  ,    
(3)
Y
  !   Z.   *  and l  ,       l Z.   * .  HBD denote, respecwhere ,  
XZY)[
X ZY
tively, the partial energy of the pixelwise interactions and of the pairwise pixel interactions
knl . Here,   U 5  5 2 i   l  5 5 ;  5 5 2 i ~ t 2"v is
for the clique family
   

the vector of the centered potential values for the gray levels and gray level co-occurrences
in the cliques. The exponential family representation, similar  to (2), shows that the GLH
and a subset of the GLCHs for the reference grayscale image  form the sufficient statistic
for this model.

,

E  .   . HBI
   5  5n2 i  l  E  E 2"J  t "2 v *

The model (3) is simplified by an additional assumption

 that the potentials for the pixel
pairs depend only on the signal differences
so that the potential vector


contains the centered potential values for

the gray levels and gray level differences in the cliques. The partial energies for the clique
families are as follows:

l  ,       l Z.   *  .  H BI 
X Y
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The simplified non-Markov Gibbs model is represented by the equivalent exponential
family distribution:

y9 ,   N    '  _     O  , 
        ,  ;  l  E ,  E  t &
O M < 5I 5n2 6 O  , 2 J 2 v
where  O ,




(4)



is a vector of the
centered GLH and GLDHs for the reference image . Thus, these centered GLH and
GLDHs form the sufficient statistic for the model (3). Only this simplified non-Markov
model will be considered below.
The basic features of the non-Markov model (3) are similar or obtained with minor
changes from the like features of the Markov/Gibbs one (1).The major distinction between
them is in the stochastic relaxation techniques for generating the samples under a given
GPD. Each relaxation step involves, in the Markov/Gibbs case, a summation of the potentials only over a local neighbourhood of the current pixel. The neighbourhood is formed by
the cliques containing this pixel. In the non-Markov case, the local summation holds for all
the pixels of the reference training sample, except for the pixels of the solitary maximum or
minimum signal. Only in this (and rather rare) case, the actual neighbourhood of the pixel
is lattice-wide so that the potentials are summed up over the total lattice. Thus, the comin both the cases and does not increase
putational complexity of the relaxation is
substantially in the non-Markov case as compared to the Markov/Gibbs one.


 

2.3 Potential centering
Generally, if the potentials are unconstrained then the GPDs (1) – (4) give non-unique representations of the GRFs. In other words, the same GRF is represented by the different
potentials  . For instance, an arbitrary constant, added to all the potential values for a
clique family
, does not change the image probability because it is reduced from the
nominator and denominator of the GPDs.

kml

, 

Usually, the unique representation is obtained by using relative Hamiltonians, that is,
relative total Gibbs energies     , as the exponents (see, for instance, D OBRUSHIN
and P IGOROV [1975]). One sample  
is chosen as a special base to be reduced
from the nominator and denominator of the GPD so that the exponents are given by the

   . It is easily seen that the relative energies are
differences   
represented equivalently as follows:

 , 

, : 2 i
,  , :
 , 4     ,    , : 
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.
The latter representation shows that the relative energies in the models (1) – (4) are
invariant to the following potential centering introduced in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a, 1996b]):

 U 5 N#  l Y   l  5 5    l  E #
Y 
 Y 
 Y  

(5)



as well as to the like centering of the initial GLH and GLDHs, too. Both the centerings are
due to the obvious relations:

   5I , N    !l Y   l  5 5  , ;f  l  E  , N  kml 
Y 
Y
 Y 
 
for the initial histograms. The centered vectors  and  O , in (2) and (4) lie in the same

 

5/8;:=< '\ A '  vo  ` and
-dimensional vector subspace 
where








denotes real numbers.

Notice that the centering conditions (5) are the only constraints on the potentials imposed by the relative Hamiltonians. As it will be shown below, in Section 4, we not necessarily
need the unique representation of the GPD for simulating the samples by a pixelwise stochastic relaxation or for estimating the model parameters. The former case involves the
differences between the total energies and the latter one exploits the differences between


or the “base” histogram
are exthe histograms so that the “base” energy 


cluded from the consideration. But, of course, the centering conditions (5) on the potentials
are still retained and have to be taken into account.

 ,
:

, :

2.3.1

Markov/Gibbs model of region maps

The region maps differ from the grayscale images only in a physical meaning of the signals:
the gray levels, measured in a metric scale, represent brightness of the sensed objects over
an image sensor Field-Of-View (FOV) whereas the region labels, measured in a nominal
scale, indicate parts of the FOV occupied by different objects (in our case, for instance, by
different homogeneous textures).
The pairwise label interactions depend, generally, on label co-occurrences. For simplicity, let us assume that the pixelwise interactions are the same for all the regions (so that
the corresponding potentials can be set to zero) and that the inter-region interactions depend
only on label coincidences (that is, for each the region
, all the “foreign” regions

eh2 g
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are equivalent). Under these additional assumptions, the Markov/Gibbs model of the region
maps is as follows:

y a      '  _    a    +   ' _ l  l  a   F (6)
Y
   l  e  e 2"g  2  & Nt 2 v is the vector of the centered potential
Here, 
 Cc= * 1c HBD ; e c  * , in the cliques  * CBI 2 k l  k
values for the label coincidences
l
a



 l X
Cc=  *  is the partial energy of the pairwise pixel interacand
  X ZY
 a   l l  a  .
tions. The total interaction energy in (6) is as follows: 
Y


      

   

y a      ' _     O  a  
(7)
  a     l  a ; t &
O
24v denotes the vector of the (centered) RLCHs for the
where  O
a
map :
  l  a K9 l  a 
O
e  e 2"g  2  & &
where
 l  e  a    e  c= *  '   Cc= *  c=HBI 
 
X Y 
k
This representation shows that the (centered) RLCHs collected over the clique families
The model (6) has the following exponential family representation:












   

form the sufficient statistic for the model.
The potential centering in this model is as follows:

lY 

 

Y Y

 




   

l  e #


(8)

One can simplify the model (6) by assuming the labels from the different regions are
mutually independent. In this case the potentials for the inter-region interactions are set to
zero so that only the intra-region potentials in 8 have to be centered:

lY
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3 Piecewise-Homogeneous Gibbs Fields
The above Gibbs models of spatially homogeneous stochastic textures are easily extended
onto more complex piecewise-homogeneous textures (G IMEL’ FARB [1996c]). The piecewise homogeneous grayscale texture can be represented by a superimposed pair containing
the grayscale image and the supporting region map. The map shows the homogeneous recontaining the gray
gions in the lattice. In this case, there is a signal pair per pixel
for the grayscale image and the region label
for the region map .
level
Therefore, the pixelwise interaction involves this signal pair
and every
pairwise interaction deals with the signal quadruple
where
.

5 ] .0 *

,

 5e
 5 w.0 *

 * CBD 2 k l

c=HBD

a
# * 2c= *
F.\ * e #c= * 
5 w.\HBI e  c= * e 

3.1 Joint model of grayscale images and region maps

a

,

The joint GPD for describing the piecewise-homogeneous texture and its corresponding
region map is easily obtained by generalizing the GPDs for the homogeneous textures of
is considered as a sample of the GRF with multiple pairwise
Section 2. Each pair

interactions. The parent population is formed by the Cartesian product
.

, a

i j

This model is simplified in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996c]) by additional assumptions that the
pairwise pixel interactions depend only (i) on the coincidence of the region labels and (ii)
on the gray level differences. In other words, only two types
of the label interactions: the intra-region interaction (
, or
) and the

, or
) are taken into account
inter-region interaction (
for each region . Then in all, only
potential values have to be learnt per clique family instead of
for the general case of the label and gray level co-occurrences.

 &
F Cc= * uc HBDR% 2 c  * R c=HBI1 e
 Cc= * N c=HBI # c  * N e c=HBI
  598;:=<  ` '` e 8;:=<  `  A '  A`5/8;:=<  `|'  e`8;:=<  `
e
 58;:=<  `;'D e`8;:=<  ` 
 58;:=<  ` ~ ' e`8;:=<  ` ~
 
 l 
Let 5 e and
5 5 e e +   l    E  5  5 e be the potentials for the

signal pair 5 e and the quadruple 5 5 e e , respectively. The resulting joint GPD is as
follows:
y9 , a   N    ' _  , a    l  l  , a   
(10)
Y
where
 , a   4  UZ.0 * c= * 
XZY)[
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l  , a   N   l X Z.0 * o.0HBI c= * 
X ZY
are the partial energies for the pixelwise interactions and for the pairwise pixel interactions
knl
  U 5 e m 5 e 2 6 g ;  l  E e 
in the clique family
and 
t 2 v  2  & ! E ,e respectively,
&
2J g is the vector of the centered potentials. For brevity
and

      

   







sake, here and below we omit the superscript “rf” for the reference samples of the grayscale
images.
This model is represented by the following exponential family distribution:

y , a   N   '  _     O  , a 
(11)
  a #     , a    l  , a nt &
O M<
O
where  O ,
2"v is the vector of the centered joint






GL/RLH and GLD/RLCHs. These histograms are the sufficient statistic for the model. The
potential centering here is quite similar to the centering in (5):

  U 5 e # \l Y     l  E e ;#
Y Y
Y   Y 














(12)

For simplicity, the characteristic interaction structure in this model is assumed to be the
same in all the regions. But, it is not difficult to extend the model so that each region has its
own interaction structure, that is, a distinct subset  of the clique families.

v

3.2 Conditional models of grayscale images and region maps

a a

,  ,

The joint Gibbs model (10) is easily reduced to conditional models by fixing either the
 or the region map
grayscale image
. For brevity sake, only their exponential
family representations are presented below. The conditional model of the images, given a
region map , is as follows:

a

 '  _     , a  
  
O

The model of the region maps, given a reference image , , has a symmetric form:

   , a D
    ' y a   ,   _   
O
y ,   a 
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j

Both these models differ from the joint model (11) only in the parent populations (
, respectively), in the partition functions, and in the potential centering.

knl
 * CBI   * CBI 2 k l c  * N e &

i

and

,k l 2 i  .
e 2"g .

 g  e 8;:=<  

For the model (13), the homogeneous regions are fixed for all the samples
 
The clique family
is partitioned onto
fixed subfamilies
, each containing the cliques from a single region
Therefore, the potentials are individually centered for each the subfamily as follows:

sY l Y   Y    l  E e #
(15)
Generally, each region e 2 g may have its own interaction structure v  so that the model
(13) possesses the following form:
y9 ,   a      '  _  UZ.0 * c  *  
XZY)[
  e  c  *  l    l  Z.0 *  .0HBD e   (16)

Y  X ZY
Y 


  










    



 

 

   

Let us assume, for simplicity, that the gray levels from the different regions are mutually independent. This allows for setting to zero the potentials for all the inter-region

 
interactions:      
and for learning the interaction structure and
potentials independently in each homogeneous region of the training pair
. In this
case, the piecewise-homogeneous image with the known region map can be modeled by
adapting first the model (3) to each type of the homogeneous textures and then by using the
learnt interaction structure(s) and Gibbs potentials in the conditional model (16).

Y l Y Y l  E e #

, a

 `A 58;:=<  

J

 * CBI   * CBI 2 k l  0.  *  .0H BDN E & E 2 J
,
  sY  l Y
   l  E e #
Y 

kl 

The model (14) is quite symmetric to the model (13) in that each clique family is par 
titioned onto
fixed subfamilies. In this case, the subfamily
,
, contains the cliques with the constant
signal difference in the given grayscale image . The potential centering is as follows:




 



(17)

E

In this model, the characteristic interaction structure may generally depend on the signal
differences
so that the Gibbs energy for the pairwise interactions is computed over a
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v    Y  v   of all theseE structures. Each clique  * CBD 2"v   is taken into account
.  *  . HBD; . In this case, the extended conditional GPD of the region
if and only if
maps takes the following form:
y9 a   ,       '  _   Z.  * c= *  
XZY)[
 l    l X  E c= * '  E  Z.  *  . HBD 
(18)

 Y Y X ZY
union



      
 

   

Y lY Y

The simplifying assumption that the different region labels are mutually independent

 
allows for setting to zero the potentials of the inter-region interactions:   
 
so that the intra-region potentials possess the following centering:

l  E e N#

Y l Y  Y  l  E e #

    



 

(19)

4 Learning the Model Parameters
All the above models possess almost the same learning procedures which allow for recovering both the interaction structure and strengths from given training samples (a grayscale
image for the homogeneous texture or a pair of an image and corresponding region map for
the piecewise-homogeneous one). This procedure, proposed for the homogeneous textures
by G IMEL’ FARB [1996a], starts from an analytic first approximation of the maxumum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the potentials. This approximation, computed from the GLDHs
for the model (1) and from the GLH and GLDHs for the model (3), enables to compare
relative strengths of a great many possible pairwise interactions and recover most characteristic ones to represent a given texture type. Then, the desired MLE of the potentials for
the chosen families
is refined by a stochastic approximation technique similar to the one
introduced by YOUNES [1988].

knl

 ,
O

As shown by BARNDORFF -N IELSEN ([1978]), the GPD in (4) is the regular exponential
family distribution with minimal canonical parameter  and minimal sufficient statistic

if and only if the following conditions are both satisfied: (i) the vectors  are
affinely independent and (ii) the vectors 
are affinely independent. These conditions
ensure that the distribution is strictly log-concave with respect to the centered potential
vectors  . The affine independence of the potential vectors  holds because there are no
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restrictions on them except for the centering (5). The log-concavity of the above GPDs
is obvious because the Hessian for each corresponding log-likelihood function is equal to
the covariance matrix for the histogram vectors, which is taken with the negative sign, and
therefore is always negative semi-definite. But, under the second condition, it is negative
definite. Therefore, only the affine independence of the centered histogram vectors 
for the parent population has to be proven. Below, we prove this for the models (1), (3),
and (6). The proof for the first two models has also been given in (G IMEL’ FARB, S CHMIDT,
and B RAUNMANDL [1997]).

 ,
O

i

4.1

A ' 5 8;:=<
 95 8;:=< '  A '  vo  `

Affine independence of the potentials and histograms

 , , i
O 2

Lemma 1 Let the lattice contain, at least,
cliques of each family and allow to
arrange them into separate pairs sharing each the same pixel. Then the histogram vectors



   ;
;
, are affinely independent in the subspace  
, of


the centered vectors where
.

TWS  


For proving Lemma 1, let us form in the subspace  an orthogonal basis with vectors
stratified into
groups. The first group, corresponding to the GLH-part of the histogram vectors, possesses
vectors. The other groups correspond to the GLDH-parts for
vectors. The group
corresponds to
the different clique families and have each
. Each basis vector is formed by concatenating one subvector of length
the clique family
for the GLH-part of the histogram vectors and
subvectors of length
for their GLDH-parts. Below, we consider only the GLDH-parts in the histogram vectors
because the proof for the GLH-part is quite similar.

  5 8;:=<

   vo
58;:=<
knl

A ' 598;:=<

t 

 vo

  A ' 5 8;:=<

t 

In the basis vectors from the first group, all the subvectors, except for the first one,
are zero-valued. In the basis vectors from the group
, all the subvectors, except
for the subvector
, are also zero-valued. Possible nontrivial
subvectors
   
that form the orthogonal (sub)basis in  are shown in Table 1.

t 
 l l  5 w @ 5 8;:=< &

A ' 5 8;:=<
, ,   O ,   O ,

It is evident that the difference histogram vectors 
for
the pairs of the reference image samples lie in the subspace  , too. To prove the affine
independence of the centered histogram vectors, it is sufficient to show that this holds for
their difference vectors. In other words, it is sufficient to show that all the basis subvec   
from Table 1 appear in the difference vectors for each
tors
clique family
.

 l l  5 K @ 5/8;:=< &
kl

The image samples giving the desired difference vectors are formed as follows.
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Table 1: Basis subvectors to prove Lemma 1 (for brevity,
GLD






 

...

 . . .
  
  

-1
0
0
...
0
-1
-1
...
-1
-1

0
-1
0
...
0
1
-1
...
-1
-1

0
0
-1
...
0
0
2
...
-1
-1

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

 
 
 

...
   
  

5 5  5
5/8;,:=<
5 b @
5
5/8;:=<



 



0
0
0
...
-1
0
0
...

 
-1

,

5 8;:=< is replaced by

0
0
0
...
0
0
0
...
0



0
0
0
...
1
0
0
...

 
-1

)

...

  

 



...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

0
0
1
...
0
0
2
...
-1
-1

0
1
0
...
0
1
-1
...
-1
-1

1
0
0
...
0
-1
-1
...
-1
-1

(i) Let the reference image sample have two contiguous regions with the constant
signals and
in the pixels, respectively, with the exception of two pixels with
) and minimum ( ) values within the region with the signal ,
the maximum (
and let the sample have just the same regions but with the signals and
. The
value is chosen so that all three values
, , and
are in the set . Then,
for
and these sample pairs, the difference subvectors, to within a
 
.
certain scaling factor, are the same as the basis subvectors



5

5 5 5
5 5 5 5 5
6
 l  5   5/8;:=< &
(ii) Let the reference sample , contain all zero–valued signals, except for 5 pixels
 5 and one pixel with the signal 5 8;:=< . The 5 pixels
with the same signal 5 8;:=<
are arranged in such a way that each pixel belongs to its “own” pair of the cliques
k l having the signal configurations C 5 8;:=<  5 and  5 8;:=<  5  ,
from the family
respectively. The sample , has the same form but the signals in the above 5 pixels
 :=<  5   . The difference subvectors, for
possess the successive values 58;:=<
5   5/8;:=< , are the same as the basis5/8;subvectors
 l  5   5/8;:=< & .
Therefore, all the basis subvectors from Table 1, for any second–order clique family,
  and, hence, the GLDH-parts of the
take part in the non–zero difference vectors








centered histogram vectors are affinely independent in the vector subspace  . The independence of the GLH-part is proven in a similar way. This proof can be adapted also to the
conditional models (13) and (16) of the grayscale images under a given region map.
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 A ' e 8;:=<  ` '  vo
' e8;:=< cliques of each family and allow to
Lemma 2 Let the lattice contains, at least,
arrange
into separate pairs sharing each the same pixels. Then the histogram vectors
   a them
a
TWS    , of the
;
O ; 2 j , are affinely independent in the subspace  
The like Lemma can be formulated for the region map model (6). In this case, the
centered basis vectors.
orthogonal basis in the subspace  contains






centered vectors.



 vo

A ' e ' 8; :=<    `
A e 8;:=<
A ' e 8;:=<  

groups (one group per
For proving Lemma 2, let us stratify the basis vectors into
clique family) having each
vectors. Each basis vector is formed by concatenation
of
subvectors of length
. All these subvectors are zero-valued except for
the subvector in the basis vectors from the group that corresponds to the clique family
  
 
. Table 2 contains possible
subvectors
giving the desired orthogonal (sub)basis.

 vo t
knl
 @ e`8;:=< &

t

 l  e # e 8;:=<  l  e 

Table 2: Basis subvectors to prove Lemma 2 (for brevity,
Region


 

0

1

2

1
0
...
0
0
-1
-1
...
-1
-1

0
1
...
0
0
1
-1
...
-1
-1

0
0
...
0
0
0
2
...
-1
-1





.  . . 
 
  
  




...
  
 




...
1
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

 



0
0
...
1
0
0
0
...


 

-1



0
0
...
0
1
0
0
...
0


e 8;:=< is replaced by

0

1

2

-1
0
...
0
0
-1
-1
...
-1
-1

0
-1
...
0
0
1
-1
...
-1
-1

0
0
...
0
0
0
2
...
-1
-1

kl

...
0
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...



 





0
0
...
-1
0
0
0
...



-1

)



0
0
...
0
-1
0
0
...
0


In this case, we also show that all the basis subvectors from Table 2 appear in the diffe. The region maps giving the desired difference
rence histogram vectors for each family
vectors are formed as follows (for brevity sake, the positions and in the clique
are
called the initial and the final one, respectively).


c  *  c=HBIR e

 * CBI 2 k l
a

(i) Let all the cliques
, and let the map

a

* B

 * CBI

 * CB

e =c  
*

in the map contain only the labels , that is,
differ by only one clique
such that
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border (in other words, there
e nc=HBI  e and the pixel B is on the forward lattice
B
>@ e 8;:=<
is no clique with the initial position in the pixel ). Then, for e
and these map pairs, the difference histogram subvectors are the same as the basis
 l  e #@ e`8;:=< & .
subvectors
 CBD k l in the map a contain only the labels e , that is,
(ii) Let all the cliques *
c  * bc HBD  e , except for 2 e separate
 CB ;
pairs of the concatenated cliques *
HB  ; 7@ e F , such that the pixel * is on the backward lattice border
c= 
(so that there are no cliques with the final positions in the pixels * ) and *
c HB   c= " e . Also, let all the cliques in the map a contain only the
 CB  % e ] , such that the pixel B is
labels e except for e cliques *
on the forward lattice border (so that there are no cliques with the initial positions
B
c= m e  c=HB  . Then, for e    e 8;:=< and these
in the pixels ) and *
map pairs, the difference histogram subvectors are the same as the basis subvectors
 l  e K @ e`8;:=< & .
Therefore, all the basis subvectors from Table 2 for any second–order clique family take
 H and, hence, the centered RLCH vectors
part in the non–zero difference vectors


































are affinely independent in the vector subspace  . This proof can also be adapted to the
conditional models (17) and (18) of the region maps under a given image.

4.2 MLE of the Gibbs potentials
The above Lemmas show that the GPDs for the GRFs with multiple pairwise pixel interactions are strictly log-concave, that is, strongly unimodal, with respect to the potentials 
(see BARNDORFF -N IELSEN [1978], JACOBSEN [1989]). In other words, the corresponding
log-likelihood functions

  ,   V  y9 ,   
 
or
  , a   V  y9 , a   
 
 a
of the potential vector  for a training sample , or training pair ,




(20)

(21)

, respectively,
are strictly concave. As shown by BARNDORFF -N IELSEN ([1978]), the likelihood function
(20) has the unique finite maximum or, in other words, the MLE of the potentials exists if
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 5I , 

l  E , 
 Y    , #   l Y  Y  l  E , # 
I5 

(22)
 5 e , a   [   
The similar conditions for the marginal sample frequencies
l  E e  , a         regarding the finite maximum of (21), are as follows:
and
 Y Y
   5 e  , a # 
(23)
 l Y   Y  Y  Y
 l  E e  , a # 
(24)


[



and
only if the following conditions
hold for the marginal sample frequencies
   
    
 

and
of the gray levels and gray level differences, respectively:








































 









  

The conditions (22) and (24) are not too restrictive in practice because well-known
Bayesian sample frequency estimates of the marginal probabilities never reach the limit
bounds or and can be substituted for the above marginal frequencies.

 

Specific features of the likelihood functions (20) and (21), shown by G IMEL’ FARB
[1996a], [1996c], allow for learning both the interaction structure and Gibbs potentials
from a given training sample or pair. This technique, briefly outlined below for the likelihood function (20), is easily adapted to the function (21), both for the models (13), (16)
and for the models (17), (18).

2

Maximum Likelihood. The maximum of the log-likelihood function, given the centering
where the gradient of this function is equal to zero. The compo(5), is in the point 
nents of the gradient are as follows (notice that below we use the centered frequencies and
probabilities but just the same relations are valid with the initial non-centered ones, too):

  ,
 d 5
   ,
  l E




O  5I ,  ;  O  5I ,   & +  O  5I ,   O  5I  
  l '  O l  E  , ;  O l  E  ,   &`
(25)
+  l '  O l  E  ,    O l  E   
so that the gradient lies in the subspace  of the centered potential and histogram vectors,
H    +     & is the centered marginal probability, or the expectation
too. Here,
of a centered marginal sample frequency, under the GPD of (4) with the potential vector  ,
 l   kml  }   .
and the factor
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O  5I , N# O  I5     Y  l Y  O l  E  #  O l  E  
(26)
holds at the unique maximum point of the likelihood function. The samples , having a given
Y

The following system of equations:
  







GPD can be generated by well-known pixel-wise stochastic relaxation techniques (M ETRO POLIS et al. [1953], C ROSS and JAIN [1983], G EMAN and G EMAN [1984], C HELLAPPA
and JAIN [1993]). This makes possible (YOUNES [1988]) to find the desired MLE by solving the system (26) with a stochastic approximation starting from a first approximation of
the potentials.
is derived in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a])
The Analytic First Approximation of the MLE 
by expanding the log-likelihood function into a truncated Taylor’s series about the zero
point 
. Under the involved potential centering, this point corresponds to the IRF.
The expansion is maximized then along the gradient in this point. For the GPD (3) these
estimates are as follows:
 
 





Y    5    '
  Y  l Y  l    E    '  l
   5   O  5  , u  O M   5 and l    E
 



   5 
' l    E

  O l  E  , ;   O  M   E
 

(27)




 
where 
. The
non-centered and centered marginal probabilities of the signals and signal differences for
the IRF have the following forms:

    l    O M   5 #
  5/8;5 :=<   E        E #    E   
  A`5  l (28)
   5/8;:=< ~
O M
M

The scaling factor  in (27) is computed from the known marginals as follows:
 ~   5  l   l~  l~    E
        Y '  ~    Y l   Y      E ' l~   E
(29)




5
5
M
M
l
Y
Y  Y
 db M   5 '!    M   5  and   M   E    M   E '!R   M   E  are the
Here,  M  5
variances of the marginal frequencies. It is worth noting that the larger the lattice, the closer
 l to unity. Therefore, the estimates in (27) and (29) are almost independent of
the factors
 
'D A '  vo 
;
8
=
:
<
the lattice size. The GPD in (3) with  vo clique families involves
5
` potential values to be estimated from   signals for a training sample. To ensure the
 
asymptotic consistency of the MLEs, it is necessary that
 .
 M 5
  Y  l Y
  M  E 


Y
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Search for the Interaction Structure. The analytic initial estimates of the potentials
in the models (1) and
show that the relative interaction strength for each clique family
(3) can be represented, for instance, by a chi-square distance between the marginal GLD
frequencies for the training sample and for the IRF (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a]). The smaller
the distance (that is, the closer the potential estimates to the zero point), the weaker the
interaction. Therefore, the clique families with a sufficiently weak interaction strength can
be excluded from the models or, what is the same, the potential values for them can be set
to zero.
Instead of the chi-square distances, the relative Gibbs energies for the training sample,
showing contributions of each clique family to the total exponent of the GPD (1) or (3), can
directly be used to compare the interaction strengths for the clique families. Let

l    ,  l    O l  E  ,   O  M   E  '  O l  E  ,
(30)
 Y 
t
denote a relative Gibbs energy of the clique family in the sample , , given the initial potential estimates (27). Let
be a given search set containing all the clique families within
Kq sr\  q  q 8;:=< ;  r  r 8;:=< & .
a given large range of possible intra-clique shifts:
, are compared by their
A rich variety of the clique families, defined by the search set
l      , computed for a given training
sample , . In so
relative Gibbs energies 
doing, the energy values over the search set
as a 2D energy function
 q sr  , N  l  l    ,  t q sr0 2 arewithrepresented
q sr\ .
planar Cartesian coordinates




 









  

 

This representation constitutes an interaction map which shows relative contributions of
each of the clique family to the total energy and can be displayed, for a visual analysis, in a
grayscale or color form (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a], G IMEL’ FARB and JAIN [1996]).

A following simple technique, first proposed by G IMEL’ FARB [1996a], allows to find
most characteristic clique families comprising the desired interaction structure of the models
(1) and (3). It is based on a direct thresholding of the interaction map:

v   dt  t 2   l    ,
 





(31)

where denotes a given threshold. In (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a] – [1996c]) it was chosen as a
function either of the mean relative energy  and standard deviation  in the interaction

 


map:

, where
, or of the maximum relative energy:


where
. But, further theoretical investigation is needed for optimizing such
a search.
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Stochastic Approximation Refinement of the Potentials. After finding most characteristic interaction structure, the initial estimates (27) for the chosen clique families (31) are
refined by the stochastic approximation techniques (YOUNES [1988]). They are based on
generating, by stochastic relaxation, a Markov chain of the model samples under a gradually

changing GPD. Let a macrostep mean one pass of the stochastic relaxation round the total
lattice without repetition of the  pixels. At each (macro)step , the current image
is
 


generated from a previous one
under the current GPD
. Potential esti
mates 
are updated using the GLH and GLDHs for the current generated image in line
with the differences between the marginal frequencies for the training sample and generated
samples:

, 



, 

y9 ,   

   5       5     '  5I ,   5I ,    
  Y l Y  l     E   l     E      '  l '  l  E ,  l  E ,    


(32)
w the initial estimates (27)),
Here, is the number of the approximation macrostep (
,   is the sample generated under the GPD y ,       byforstochastic
relaxation (notice




,
that  is a sample of the IRF), and the scaling factor  determines a contracted step
along the current approximation of the gradient (26).
  





decreases from the starting value  in (29) as    ~ ' .
The scaling factor
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Theoretically justified choice of the control parameters  
giving almost sure convergence of the updating process (32) to the desired MLE of the potentials is given by YOUNES
[1988] who also has shown that such a choice yields too slow convergence to the desired
estimates and should be replaced by some empirically found values. Such a heuristic choice
of YOUNES [1988], slightly modified in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a]), is used in the experiments
presented in (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a] – [1996c]) and in Section 7 below.
This stochastic approximation refinement of the potentials MLE needs a sizable number
of the (macro)steps for ensuring the convergence to the desired maximum of the likelihood
function, that is, to the solution of the system (26). Thus, in practice, it is sometimes difficult to implement the above learning scheme.

It is easily seen that the joint and conditional models of the grayscale images and region
maps in Section 3 have learning procedures that are quite similar to the above-mentioned
one. The learnt interaction structure and initial analytic estimates of the Gibbs potentials
allow to simulate homogeneous and piecewise-homogeneous image textures and to segment
the latter ones by using the approximation to a Bayesian decision framework proposed in
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(G IMEL’ FARB [1996c]).



It is worthy to note that the above GPDs are closely similar to the –function in that
the images with the significantly non-zero probabilities form a very small subset concentrated around the maximum probable image(s). Therefore, the stochastic approximation
processes of (32) can also be regarded as an adaptive image generating technique called in
(G IMEL’ FARB [1996a, 1996c]) a Controllable Simulated Annealing (CSA).

4.3 Controllable simulated annealing
The CSA differs from the stochastic approximation refinement of the initial potential values
only in its final aim to get the images themselves instead of the model parameters. At each
CSA (macro)step, the samples are generated by a pixelwise stochastic relaxation technique,
say, by an algorithm of M ETROPOLIS et al. [1953] or by a Gibbs sampler (G EMAN and
G EMAN [1984]) and the potentials are changing just as in the stochasic approximation solution of the equations (26). But, here we exploit a by-product of this solution, namely, a
close proximity between the GLDHs of the training sample and the GLDHs of the samples
with the MLE 
of the
generated with the refined potentials. Under the GPD

potentials, the expected total Gibbs energy over the parent population is equal to the total
energy for the training sample (see the equations (26) relating the training and expected
marginals for this MLE):

y , 

; 



 , & 




; 

, & 




 ,

and, usually, the variance of the total energy is rather low. This ensures the high probabilities of the simulated images in relation to the used GPDs. In the case of image simulating,
such a proximity yields, by and large, a fairly good visual similarity between the generated
and goal homogeneous image textures. The finally obtained samples approach more closely
the training ones, as regarding the signal histograms, than the samples that are generated by
using the usual stochastic relaxation with the fixed learnt potentials. Also, the CSA gives
much more freedom in choosing the control parameters of the stochastic approximation
because one needs only the proximity between the training and the final generated sample
marginals and no true convergence to the potential MLE itself.
The stochastic relaxation technique for the non-Markov Gibbs model (3) differ somewhat from the one for the Markov/Gibbs model (1). In the Markov/Gibbs model case, each
step of the pixelwise relaxation involves the summation of the potentials only over the local neighborhood of the current pixel. This neighborhood contains all the neighbors of the
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pixel (that is, the local neighborhood is the “star-like” union of all the cliques containing the
current pixel). The non-Markov models preserve the like computations for all the pixels,
except for the pixels with a solitary maximum or minimum gray level. Only in the latter rare
case, the actual neighborhood of the pixel is the whole lattice and potentials are summed
up over the lattice. As a result, the computational complexity of the relaxation does not
increase substantially.
The CSA differs from the usual simulated annealing (G EMAN and G EMAN [1984],
C HELLAPPA and JAIN [1993]) in that the system (26) presents an explicit unimodal measure of the proximity between the current generated sample and the goal training one in
terms of their histograms. Also, the process of approaching the maximum proximity is
equivalent to the one of maximizing the unimodal likelihood function and this results in
a good convergence of the CSA. When using the CSA, we avoid the fairly long potential
refinement stage and can simulate the model samples just after choosing the characteristic
interaction structure.

4.4 Bayesian framework to simulate and segment textures
The above models embed both simulation of the homogeneous and piecewise-homogeneous
textures and segmentation of the piecewise-homogeneous textures into a unified Bayesian
processing framework. It is based on a stochastic relaxation generation of the image samples
under a given Gibbs model (G IMEL’ FARB [1996c]).
Let denote a data sample (that is, an image, a region map, or an image–map pair). Let
be the parent population of the samples. Let  represent fixed parameters of the GPD.
Also, let denote a signal (a gray level, a region label, or their pair) in the pixel and 
be a finite set of the signal values. The Bayesian framework implements either the simple
MAP-decision with the maximum a posteriori probability of the desired sample:

#^`y dS Y ^@_ 9y  


 



(33)

or the compound MPM-decision with maximum posterior marginal probabilities of the
sample components (this latter one was first introduced by A BEND [1966]):



XZY)[

 * ^`y dS Y ^@_ y X   * ;h  


 



(34)

The MAP-decision involves the well-known simulated annealing techniques searching
for most probable sample by changing the Gibbs potentials as to stay in a vicinity of the
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desired maximum during shrinking the GPD from the IRF with equiprobable samples up
to the -function in the limit, when the number of the (macro)steps approaches the infinity
(see G EMAN and G EMAN [1984], C HELLAPPA and JAIN [1993], YOUNES [1988] for more
details). The MPM-decision exploits the stochastic relaxation with the fixed potentials to
get a set of the samples under the given GPD for estimating the marginals. But, the generated Markov chain of the images has to reach an equilibrium state and one can ensure this
only in the limit.



Thus, both the cases need, in principle, many relaxation steps. Theoretically justified
simulated annealing schedules of changing the potentials are derived as to ensure the convergence to the maximum point even in the worst cases rarely met in practice. Thus, usually
they are replaced by some empirically found schedules but then it is hard to say whether
the final decision is really the MAP-one. The MPM-case needs relatively small number of
steps to get good frequency estimates of the marginals if the Markov chain of the generated
images is really in equilibrium. But, in practice, it is hard to verify whether the chain has
reached this state.



In most cases, the introduced GPDs are close to the -function with respect to the total
Gibbs energies of the images. Therefore, the following conjecture seems to be valid:
Conjecture 1 The images giving the MAP- or the MPM-decision have the partial Gibbs
energies and, therefore, possess particular signal histograms which differ little from the
corresponding energies and histograms for the training sample(s).
Under this conjecture, the CSA allows to approximate the desired Bayesian decisions by
generating the images with the desired signal histograms, say, with the GLH, or RLH, or
joint GL/RLH and with a selected subset of the GLDHs, or RLCHs, or joint GLD/RLCHs,
which are close to the given training histograms.

5 Conditional MLE of the Gibbs Potentials

The foregoing learning scheme involves a sizable number ( ) of the unknown potential values to be computed for the models (1) and (3) by stochastic approximation. This number
unknown parameters by exploiting, instead of the uncondican be reduced to only
tional MLE (22), the conditional one provided that the training sample may rank the top
place attainable within the parent population in the Gibbs energy (30).

v   

i

,
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 ,    U 5 '   O  5I , be the partial energy for the first-order, that is, pixelY  l  l    l  E ' l  E
,  Y
O
wise clique family and
 , denote the partial energy for
k l . Here,     5  52 6 & and
the second-order, or pairwise clique family
l    l  E ] E 2 J & denote the corresponding
potential subvectors. The
  total

,
Gibbs energy (for definiteness, in the model (4)) is as follows: 
 +  O  ,
  ,   l l  ,  l .
Y

5.1 Feasible top rank principle
Let





The following Lemma holds for the Gibbs potentials:

, 2 i

, 



are ranked in ascending order of the total Gibbs energies
Lemma 3 Let the samples

that ranks the training sample

 for each the potential vector  . The vector 
to a feasible top place within the parent population in the total energy possesses the
following explicit, except for scaling factors, form:

,

i

 NKU'  O  5I ,  5n2 6   l '  O l  E  ,  E 2"J  t 2"v &N (35)
pf  l  t 2 v  |  l & denotes a vector of the arbitrary positive scaling
Here,








factors.

To prove the Lemma 3, let us notice that, for every clique family, the sample ranking
in the partial energy is invariant to the potential (and energy) normalization that reduces the
to the unit subvector 
. Let  
corresponding potential subvector

 
and   
denote, respectively, the
centered vectors of the marginal gray level frequencies and of the marginal gray level dif. It is easy to see that the unit subvectors 
ference frequencies for the clique family


   } 
 1
lO  ,  O l  E  ,  E 2"J &   O ,
kl

l O  ,
 ,  and
 O l  ,  maximize the normalized partial energy
l  ,  l , respectively.
the normalized partial energy
Every arbitrary potential subvector obtained by scaling such a unit subvector, ranks the
training sample , in the corresponding partial energy to the same top place which may
i of the parent population as compared to any other
be feasible among the samples , 2

 O  5I ,  n5 2 6 &
O ,
l
  O  ,  and 


















potential subvector. Therefore, the potential estimates (35) give the feasible top rank for the
training sample in the total energy summed over all the families.
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In other words, in spite of the changes of the partial energies for the different potentials
 , the training sample may occupy the feasible top rank in the total Gibbs energy if the potentials are proportional to the centered sample marginals. Therefore, the following Lemma
is valid:

      5  '  O  5I ,  5n2 6 
 l  E   l '  l  E ,  E
O 
2"J  t 2"v &
(36)
b^`y Sd ^@_ y ,     yields the maximum probability of the training

Lemma 4 The conditional MLE of the potentials






,

such that







sample
provided that it may occupy the top rank which is feasible for this sample within
the parent population ordered in the total Gibbs energies.
Therefore, the introduced feasible top rank principle produces the explicit conditional
 to be computed for each clique family
potential MLEs (36) with only the scaling factors
by maximizing the likelihood function.

5.2 Estimation of the scaling factors
The desired factors are learnt in a similar way as the potentials themselves in Section 4:
first, by approximating them analytically and finding the characteristic interaction structure,
and then, by refining them for the chosen clique families with the stochastic approximation.
Generally, the estimate (36) may differ from the true unconditional MLE (26). But, for
the GPDs in (1) - (3) some plausible considerations exist that both the estimates, at least,
are fairly close if not equivalent. This conjecture needs further theoretical investigations.
The supporting considerations are based on a close similarity between the analytic first
approximation (27) of the unconditional potential MLE and the conditional MLE (36) and
on the fixed ranking of the samples under the potential scaling (35) and, by symmetry, under
a uniform scaling of the sample histograms.

 

The Analytic First Approximation of the factors is obtained by the same technique of a

truncated Taylor’s series expansion of the likelihood function about the zero point
as in Section 4. The approximation is as follows:

      '     ,  \l Y  l      '  l    ,






 



 

(37)
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the second-order one of (30). The factor





  is computed from these energies as:
 l   l~    ,
Y
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is the relative first-order Gibbs energy and
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 E denote the variances of the marginal frequencies of the
Here, as in (29),  M  5 and   M 
Here,

 



 



gray level and gray level differences for the IRF.

Search for the Interaction Structure exploits the interaction map which is formed in
this case by using the weighted energies (30):
 




 

where the weight
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Stochastic Approximation Refinement of the Factors also exploits the similar energies
which depend on the proximity between the marginal gray level difference frequencies for
each clique family in the training and generated samples. At each step of the stochastic
approximation, the current factors are updated as follows:

             '      , ,    
\l Y
 l     l        '  l     , ,   


where ,  is the sample generated at this step,  is the current scaling factor, and
         O  5I ,   O  5  ,     '  O  5  , 
  , , 
Y
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6 Quantitative Features of Self-Similarity
Approximation of the natural texture by the introduced Gibbs models allows to specify more
in detail the self-similarity concept and give quantitative definitions to some basic texture
features in terms of the GLH and GLDHs as the sufficient statistics of the model.

6.1 Evaluating the size of the texture patch
The marginal probabilities of the gray levels and gray level differences are assumed to be
spatially invariant in a given homogeneous texture. Thus, the minimum size of a texture
patch can be deduced from the desired absolute or relative precision of approximating these
probabilities by the collected
histograms, in particular, by the GLH and the GLDHs for the
 
in the case of the non-Markov Gibbs model (3). Actually, the gray
normalized image
level differences in the different cliques of the same family are statistically dependent but
these dependencies are not clearly understood. One can exploit the Chebyshev’s inequality
which yields the maximum abto estimate, with a large margin, the histogram size
 

:
In
solute error of the probability estimates with a confidence level
 
other words, under this histogram size, the absolute difference between the actual marginal
probability and its estimate from the histogram is greater than a given threshold only with
a small probability which is not greater than .

If we consider the square texture patch
then its rough minimum linear size is as
 


follows:
. Here,
and
specify the maximum

horizontal and vertical shift between the pixels in the cliques, respectively. Let, for example,
 

(that is, the confidence level is
),
, and
. In this

case, the patch linear size is as follows:
.

,

k l 

> Sd^@_19q 8;:=< r 8;:=< &  
q ;8 :=<
b 
  b ?
-  




k l  ~ 

r 8;:=<
q 8;:=<  r ;8 :=<  

6.2 Measuring the self-similarity
Now, the spatial self-similarity in the texture can be defined as the similarity between the
GLDHs for the different patches to within a given set of the admissible scales and orientations or, more generally, of the projective transformations of these patches. The total chisquare distance between the GLDHs for the corresponding clique families in the patches to
be compared can be used as a quantitative similarity measure:

G ,  , ~   l  ~   l  ,   l  , ~   
Y




(42)

q l sr l

The correspondence of the clique families means here the same inter-pixel shifts
.
To take account of the admissible scales and orientations of the patches, the distance (42)
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has to be minimized over the given set
of such relative transformations. Experiments
presented in (G IMEL’ FARB and JAIN [1996]) show that the scale and orientation changes
of the patch patterns result in the like changes of the interaction maps, that is, of the interpixel shifts defining the clique families. This allows for describing any transformation
by a simple rearrangement of the initial GLDHs
, in line with the
 
 
transformed shifts
. Here,

 | 2


 l ,  t
2"v
q l  sr l 
q l   V{ ) ?  U'q l '9z   r l '  TWV &
r l   V{ ) ?  U'Rq l ' TWV  r l '9z   s&N
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where







(43)







denotes the integer part of the real number.

One can simplify this self-similarity test by reducing the distance computation to the
chosen interaction structure. In line with the used approximation, any GLDH which is
absent in the models to be compared is replaced by the GLDH for the IRF. This allows to
reject most dissimilar patches using only their structural similarity (that is, relative number
of corresponding clique families with respect to their total number in both the patches) and
only then exploit the above similarity measure in (42) to rank structurally similar patches
(G IMEL’ FARB and Jain [1996]).

7 Experimental Results and Conclusions
7.1 Supervised texture simulation
7.1.1

Interaction maps for natural and simulated textures

Figures 2 and 3 display the natural texture samples from B RODATZ [1966], simulated textures, and their interaction maps. Figure 2 shows, respectively, six digitized fragments

of the weakly homogeneous natural texture D3 (Reptile Skin) and the corresponding interaction maps representing 3280 clique families in the search window
formed


with the parameters
. The shown map contains two square boxes

(
pixels in Figures 2 and 3) with relative coordinates
and
per
with the intra-clique shift
. The origin of Cartesian coordinates
family
is marked by a white square. For visual representation, the energies   
(see
(30)) are coded by the gray levels: the darker these two boxes, the greater the energy and
the stronger the interaction. Figure 3 shows the like fragments and interaction maps for
the natural texture D14 (Woven Aluminum Wire). It is almost obvious that the presented
textures possess the self-similarity in the introduced “model-based” sense if the texels are

A A

A Akl
 q sr\
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sufficiently large to represent the repetitive parts of these patterns but, from a viewpoint of
the translation invariant pairwise interactions, the self-similarity is rather weak. Nonetheless, we show below that the Gibbs model (3) reflects most characteristic features which are
visually perceived in these textures.
The shown interaction maps exhibit relative contributions of different clique families
presented in the search window to the imaginary Gibbs model that contains all these families. This allows for approximating a given texture type by a reduced model with zerovalued potentials for the families with too weak interaction strengths. Generally, this suggests that all the models have the same interaction structure that correspond to the largest
possible search set
and differ only by the potentials: the non-zeroth values for the characteristic clique families and zeroth values for all the other families. It is this feature
that simplifies comparisons of different textures, say, for the image retrieval (JAIN and G I MEL’ FARB [1995], G IMEL’ FARB and JAIN [1996]) and allows for expanding the model
onto more complex piecewise-homogeneous textures outlined in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 (see
also G IMEL’ FARB [1996c]).

o  ' 


Here, a heuristic search for most characteristic clique families is done by thresholding
 

(see Section 4). The interaction
the interaction map with the threshold

structures in Figures 2 and 3, learnt with
, have similar geometric forms for different
samples which reflect basic visually perceived hexagonal or tetragonal patterns of these
textures. The structures of most homogeneous samples approximately include the same


numbers of clique families: say,
in Figure 2 (the samples T-D3a, T-D3c, T-D3d,

T-D3f) and 
 in Figure 3 (the samples T-D14a – T-D14f). Local inhomogeneities
affect the learnt structures. For instance, due to notable cell size changes in the sample
T-D3b or to a non-homogeneous cell arrangement in the sample T-D3e (Figure 2), some
characteristic long-range interactions are missing from the structures ST3b and ST3e.


?  

N

7.1.2

Comparing natural and simulated textures

Figures 2 and 3 also demonstrate the homogeneous textured samples simulated by the
CSA under the model (3) with the learnt interaction structures and potentials. The simulation starts from an IRF sample. The chi-square distances between the normalized GLH
and GLDHs of the training and simulated samples are reduced from the starting values



of
at the first macrostep (
) to
at the last one

(
) for the samples in Figure 2 and from
to
for


the samples in Figure 3. As a result, the interaction maps and learnt structures computed
for the simulated samples closely match the initial ones for the training samples both in the

   ` A   
 A
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T-D3a

T-D3b

T-D3c

T-D3d

T-D3e

T-D3f

MT3a

MT3b

MT3c

MT3d

MT3e

MT3f

ST3a

ST3b

ST3c

ST3d

ST3e

ST3f

(60 families)

(50 families)

(58 families)

(60 families)

(43 families)

(56 families)

G-D3a

G-D3b

G-D3c

G-D3d

G-D3e

G-D3f

MG3a

MG3b

MG3c

MG3d

MG3e

MG3f

SG3a

SG3b

SG3c

SG3d

SG3e

SG3f

(57 families)

(45 families)

(59 families)

(60 families)

(46 families)

(63 families)

Figure 2: Texture type D3 (Reptile skin): training (T) and generated (G) samples, their
interaction maps (MT, MG), and recovered structures (ST, SG) with learnt number of the
families of pixel pairs.
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T-D14a

T-D14b

T-D14c

T-D14d

T-D14e

T-D14f

MT14a

MT14b

MT14c

MT14d

MT14e

MT14f

ST14a

ST14b

ST14c

ST14d

ST14e

ST14f

(71 families)

(76 families)

(73 families)

(79 families)

(78 families)

(72 families)

G-D14a

G-D14b

G-D14c

G-D14d

G-D14e

G-D14f

MG14a

MG14b

MG14c

MG14d

MG14e

MG14f

SG14a

SG14b

SG14c

SG14d

SG14e

SG14f

(64 families)

(74 families)

(73 families)

(79 families)

(85 families)

(65 families)

Figure 3: : Texture type D14 (Woven aluminum wire): training (T) and generated (G)
samples, their interaction maps (MT, MG), and recovered structures (ST, SG) with learnt
number of the families of pixel pairs.
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geometric forms and numbers of the chosen clique families. Therefore, they all represent
the same texture type to within the chosen Gibbs model.

A? A?

  
Figure 4 presents two more texture samples
simulated by the CSA with the
model parameters learnt for the samples T-D3a and T-D14a in Figures 2 and 3. Once again,
the interaction maps and recovered structures for these larger generated samples have almost no differences relative to the ones for the smaller samples in Figures 2 and 3. In these



experiments the control parameters 
, 
,
, and 200 macrosteps of
the CSA were used to generate either sample in Figures 2 - 4.

 %  ~    

T-D3a

G-D3A (256 x 256)

MG3A

SG3A
(61 families)

T-D14a

A A

G-D14A (256 x 256)

MG14A

A? A?

SG14A
(71 families)


  
and generated samples
of the textures D3 and D14,
Figure 4: Training
their interaction maps, and recovered structures for the generated samples.

It is easily seen that the simulated samples, in spite of their rather limited visual similarity to the natural ones, reflect basic spatial structure of the training patterns. Notice that the
model 3 is simplified by taking into account only of the gray level differences. Because the
training GLDHs possess an approximate mirror symmetry and hence are almost invariant
to inversion of the image gray ranges 
, the simulated images demonstrate

5
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continuous transitions between the initial (training) and inverted image representations. To
avoid such changes, a more general image model exploiting the pairwise gray level cooccurrences should be involved. But, because visually the generated samples differ notably
from the natural training ones both these textures D3 and D14 are unlikely to be considered
as the stochastic ones.
Figures 5 and 6 present 36 samples of other natural textures from B RODATZ [1966],
used as the training ones, and the corresponding simulated samples obtained by the CSA.
These experiments show that some these textures, say, D4, D5, D9, D29, D50, D57, D68,
D69, D76, D77, D79, D80, D92, D93, really belong to the class of stochastic textures. In
other words, the natural and simulated patterns possess both the good visual resemblance
and the high proximity between their GLH and GLDHs chosen for the Gibbs model (3).
But generally, such a proximity does not assure the visual similarity which is either limited
(as for the textures D24, D65, D74, d82, D83, D84, D105) or nonexistent at all. In the latter
case, the texture either is built from some regular texels containing more than a single pixel
(D6, D11, D17, D20, D34, D55, D82, D85, D101) or the training sample has substantial
local or global inhomogeneities (D23, D36, D66, D75, D95, D103). Therefore, one should
discriminate between the homogeneous stochastic textures and all the other types only by
such simulation experiments.
Of course, the GLDH-based interaction maps allow to check if there exist most characteristic interactions to represent the given texture type only if the texture is spatially
homogeneous, or translation invariant in terms of the local conditional probabilities of the
signals, and if the sample size is sufficiently large to get consistent estimates of them (as
shown in Section 6). The interaction map cannot reveal structural features perceived easily
by human vision if the local signal configurations are not sufficiently homogeneous over
the image. In such a case, due to averaging of different non-homogeneous interactions in
the GLDHs, the resulting interaction maps and learnt interaction structures do not reflect
essential local features of the interactions. Also, a proper choice of the thresholds to reveal
the characteristic interaction structures of different textures is not obvious and needs further
theoretical justification.
In spite of these drawbacks, the proposed technique for recovering the interaction structure holds much promise in texture simulating and retrieving (G IMEL’ FARB [1996a, 1996b,
1996c], JAIN and G IMEL’ FARB [1995], G IMEL’ FARB and JAIN [1996]). On a basis of
this technique, the feature-based interaction maps, derived from the extended GLDHs, have
been recently introduced by C HETVERIKOV and H ARALICK ([1995]) to analyze such fea-
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T-D4

G-D4

T-D5

G-D5

T-D6

G-D6

T-D9

G-D9

T-D11

G-D11

T-D12

G-D12

T-D17

G-D17

T-D20

G-D20

T-D23

G-D23

T-D24

G-D24

T-D29

G-D29

T-D34

G-D34

T-D36

G-D36

T-D50

G-D50

T-D55

G-D55

T-D66

G-D66

 A
Figure 5: Training (T) and simulated (G) A
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Figure 6: Training (T) and simulated (G) A
T-D101

G-D101

T-D103

G-D103
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tures of the image textures as symmetry, anisotropy, and regularity. In particular, if there
exist internal symmetries in the texture patterns then the chosen structures or, at least, the
initial interaction maps reveals them. For instance, let us rotate or mirror the interaction
structures in Figure 4 with respect to the starting one and compute, for each the rotation or
mirror angle, a relative number of the matching clique families. By a due thresholding, one
can easily obtain three characteristic rotation angles and the same mirror ones for the structure SG3A or a single rotation and four mirror angles for the structure SG14A. It is such
structural matching that was successfully used for retrieving the textures from an image data
base in (JAIN and G IMEL’ FARB [1995], G IMEL’ FARB and JAIN [1996]).
Also, isolated clusters of the long-range interactions that possess the rotation or mirror
symmetries and almost the same inter-cluster distances count in favour of the texture granularity. Textures with a marked lineation have corresponding “lines” of the clique families
in the chosen structures, whereas the randomness leads to connected “blobs” of the chosen
families around the origin. But, a quantitative description of such features needs more theoretical and experimental efforts in spite of a possibility to link these features, in principle,
with the interaction maps and structures.

7.2 Supervised texture segmentation
The conditional model of region maps given a grayscale image (14) allows for a supervised segmentation of the piecewise-homogeneous textures. It should be noted that the
simplified variant of the model, with the zero-valued inter-region potentials and with the
resulting potential centering (19), only describes the intra-region interactions, that is, the
interactions between the region labels and gray levels only within the corresponding homogeneous regions in the image. Usually such interactions are quite similar in the training
pairs “a grayscale image – a region map” used for learning the model parameters and in
the given test samples to be segmented. But, the inter-region interactions may differ significantly because of quite distinct region sizes and arrangements. Moreover, the total size of
the subregion where the cliques of a given family cross the region borders is usually very
small in comparison with the region itself. Thus, the collected GLD/RLCHs may inadequately describe the true marginal probabilities in the training pair so that the test image and
its segmentation map, simulated under the general non-simplified model (14), may possess
very different inter-region statistics. Therefore, in the experiments below, the characteristic
interaction structure and potentials are separately learnt under the conditions (15) and under
the conditions (19) from the GL/RLH and GLD/RLCHs for the same training pair. Then,
the two-stage procedure is applied to a given test image to be segmented. At the first stage,
the simplified model (14) – (19) is used to obtain by the CSA an initial segmentation map
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for the given image, starting from a sample of the IRF of the region labels. At the second
stage, the general model (14) – (15) is applied to form by the CSA a final map, starting from
the obtained initial one.

A? A?

7.2.1

Artificial collages of natural textures
  
Figure 7 shows the 5-region collage (
) of natural textures from B RODATZ [1966]
to be segmented using the conditional model (14) and its ideal region map. The training
  
) and its region map are presented in Figure 8. This training pair is forcollage (
  
med by a random arrangement of 5 patches (
) of these texture types. There are 4
randomly chosen positions for the patch of type and 3 such positions for the patch of each

other type
.

A? A?
 



 K  ~ #   

The initial segmentation map, shown in Figure 9a, is obtained after 300 macrosteps of

 

the CSA with the control parameters 
. Figure 9b, demonstrates
the final segmentation map obtained also after 300 macrosteps of the CSA with the same
parameters. The final map is sufficiently close to the ideal one in spite of small deviations
of the region borders. The deviations are mostly due to local similarities between small
patches of these textures. Also, the inter-region interactions in the training sample slightly
differ from the same interactions in the test collage because of the distinct region borders
and arrangement. Figure 9c displays the segmentation errors. Here, black pixels indicate
all the positions with different labels in the ideal and segmentation maps. The relative error
rate is 3.08%.
Figure 10 demonstrates separately the texture regions obtained by the final segmentation. It is evident that the found regions are equivalent to the ideal ones with respect to the
intra-region texture homogeneity.

A? A?


  
) of different
Figures 11 - 18 present results of segmenting 4-region collages (
homogeneous, weakly homogeneous, and almost inhomogeneous textures from B RODATZ
[1966]. All the training collages have the same region map with 4 regions
formed
  
each by a random arrangement of 4 square patches (
). Thus, each the training region

contains
pixels. The training collage cuts the corresponding patches from the initial
  
textures (
) ranked by their serial numbers in B RODATZ [1966]: say, D3, D4, D5,
and D9 in Figure 11; D11, D12, D17, D20 in Figure 12, etc. Also, all the test collages
share a single region map generated by using the Markov/Gibbs map model (6) with parameters learnt from the training map. The regions , , , in the test map have different


areas:
, 
, 
, and 
pixels, respectively. The test collage also cuts the
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Figure 7: Collage

A ? A ?


to be segmented and its ideal region map.

Figure 8: Training collage

a
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and its region map.

b

c

Figure 9: Initial and final segmentation maps and positions of the segmentation errors.
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0

1

3

2

4

Figure 10: Texture regions after the segmentation.
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corresponding patches from the same initial textures but, because both the region maps are
distinct, it contains much different texture patches than the training one.
Figures 11 - 18 display the training and test grayscale collages, their region maps, and
initial and final segmentation maps for the training and for the test collage. Both these
latter maps are obtained using 300 CSA macrosteps and the learnt from the training pair
parameters of the model. Table 3 gives total error rates for these maps in terms of relative
numbers of the misclassified pixels (that is, of the pixels having different labels in the ideal
and obtained maps).

Table 3: Relative segmentation errors (in percents)
Fig.
Textures
Training
Test

(11)
D3,4,
5,9
2.46

(12)
D11,12,
17,20
0.31

(13)
D23,24,
29,34
3.44

(14)
D50,55,
57,65
0.01

(15)
D66,68,
69,74
0.05

(16)
D75,76,
77,79
0.02

(17)
D83,84,
85,92
2.67

(18)
D93,95,
101,103
0.42

25.50

20.98

34.43

19.20

19.16

21.01

19.67

16.78

The above segmentation results indicate that the training samples have notable distinctions from the test ones as regarding the statistics of the pairwise interactions. It is also
obvious from Figure 19 presenting the results of segmenting one more test collage with the
textures D23, D24, D29, and D34. Its region map is similar to the training one but has
an “complement” region labeling (namely, the region number
instead of the number
in the training map). In this case, the total error rate is significantly lower than
in Figure 13 (7.20% vs. 34.43 %). Thus, the closer the inter-region interactions in the test
images to the training sample, the lower the segmentation error.

e 



 e



It is worth noting that borders between the texture regions present main difficulties to
the proposed segmentation because it is the inter-region statistics (and, therefore, the potentials) that most likely differ in the test images relative to the training pair. The more the
textures to be separated in the test image, the less definite the reconstruction of their borders. This is especially true for our experiments because (i) the simplified model (14) with
the fixed interaction structure for all the textures is used and (ii) the characteristic interaction structure is recovered by a straightforward thresholding of the relative partial energies
in the interaction map with no account of a resulting discrimination between the individual
texture types. Thus, there exist potentialities to amplify the obtained experimental results to
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 11: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D3, D4, D5, D9 (the training
collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e) and final
(f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation maps for
the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 12: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D11, D12, D17, D20 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 13: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D23, D24, D29, D34 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 14: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D50, D55, D57, D65 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 15: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D66, D68, D69, D74 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 16: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D75, D76, D77, D79 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 17: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D83, D84, D85, D92 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 18: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D93, D95, D101, D103 (the
training collage (a) and its region map (b), the test collage (c) and its ideal map (d), the initial (e)
and final (f) segmentation maps for the training collage, and the initial (g) and final (h) segmentation
maps for the test collage).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 19: Segmentation of the 4-region collage of the textures D23, D24, D29, D34 (the
test collage (a), its ideal map (b), and the initial (c) and final (d) segmentation maps; the training pair
is the same as in Figure 13).
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be investigated in future.

?  A ?  A


) of various
Figures 20, 21, and 22 demonstrate the 16-region test collage (
homogeneous, weakly homogeneous, and almost inhomogeneous textures from B RODATZ
  
[1966] and its ideal region map, the training pair (
) with randomly arranged 16
  
patches (
, one patch per texture type), and the resulting initial and final segmentation
maps. The initial map in Figure 22a is obtained by a two-stage CSA: (i) 1000 macrosteps

 

with the control parameters 
at the first stage and (ii) addi
 

tional 300 CSA-macrosteps with the control parameters 
at the second stage. The control parameters are changed at the second stage as to accelerate the convergence of the joint GLD/RLCHs collected for the test image and current
segmentation map to the desired training histograms. The total chi-square distance between
to
at the
these intra-region GLD/RLCHs is, respectively, reduced from 

first stage and from
to
at the second stage. The final segmentation map
is obtained by a similar two-stage CSA: (i) 300 macrosteps with the control parameters

 

to reduce the total chi-square distance between the intra- and

to 
at the first stage and (ii) subsequent
inter-region GLD/RLCHs from
 
 

300 CSA-macrosteps with the control parameters
to reduce

this distance from 
to
at the second stage.
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Figures 24 – 27 shows 16 texture regions found by the final segmentation. The segmentation errors, that is the positions with different labels in the ideal region map and final
segmentation map, are depicted by black pixels in Figure 23a. Figure 23b shows the texture
pieces which cause the segmentation errors. The total segmentation error (that is difference
between the obtained and ideal region maps) is about 13.82% (32239 pixels with different
labeling among 262144 pixels in the lattice). Table 4 gives absolute and relative errors for
each region in the test image. It is easily seen that most differences between the ideal and
segmentation maps are due to similarities between subparts of different weakly homogeneous textures. The texture inhomogeneities result in significant distinctions between the
inter- and intra-region statistics in the training and segmented images. But, visually, the
found textures are sufficiently homogeneous over the regions obtained by segmenting.

7.2.2

Natural multi-textured images

Figures 28 and 29 show results of segmenting a natural SAR image of the Earth’s surface.
In this case, the training map contains small and mostly disjoint patches of the desired
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Table 4: Absolute and relative errors in the final 16-region segmentation map.
Region
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Size in the
ideal map
15057
15241
15321
19814
15127
19503
15440
15311
14696
15007
15440
15374
20281
15440
19652
15440

Errors

In %

564
3144
634
3227
424
7003
1539
716
298
1133
1121
1053
4594
810
5682
4297

3.7
20.6
4.1
16.3
2.8
35.9
10.0
4.7
2.0
7.5
7.3
6.8
22.7
5.2
28.9
27.8
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?  "?  A
Figure 20: 16-region texture collage A
a



a
Figure 21: 16-region training collage
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(a) and its ideal region map (b).
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b
(a) and its region map (b).
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a

b

Figure 22: Initial(a) and final (b) 16-region segmentation map.

a

2mmb

Figure 23: Segmentation errors relative to the ideal 16-region map (a) and corresponding
textures in the test image (b).
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Figure 24: Texture regions
Region 0

Region 4

Region 1

Figure 25: Texture regions

Region 8



Region 3

after the segmentation (on a reduced scale).

Region 6

Region 7

after the segmentation (on a reduced scale).

@  after the segmentation (on a reduced scale).

Region 9

Figure 26: Texture regions
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Region 5
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Region 10

Region 11
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 @?
Figure 27: Texture regions A
Region 12

Region 13



Region 14

Region 15

after the segmentation (on a reduced scale).



4 textured regions chosen visually in the initial image. The training textured objects include radio-shadows (the region ), vegetation areas (the region ), grass fields (the region
), and concrete ways (the region ). Notice that the buildings are absent in the training
data. Thus, they are mostly included into the region having most similar GLH and closerange GLDHs. The final segmentation map gives rather correct discrimination between the
regions and but presents some errors as regarding the discrimination between the radioshadows and concrete ways. These latter texture types possess a close similarity in terms of
their GLHs and close-range GLDHs.

A







A

7.3 Concluding remarks
These theoretical and experimental results allow to conclude that the proposed Markov and
non-Markov Gibbs models with multiple pairwise pixel interactions hold much promise in
texture simulation and segmentation. They possess the following features which facilitate
their use in practice:




The models are based on the explicit assumptions about the grayscale images and
region maps under consideration.



The joint model of piecewise-homogeneous images and region maps generalizes in
a straightforward way the models of the homogeneous images and of the region
maps so that these latter ones can be considered as particular cases of the piecewisehomogeneous model.
The conditional models of the piecewise-homogeneous grayscale images, given a
region map, and of the region maps, given a grayscale image, are obtained easily
from the joint model by fixing either the region map or the grayscale image.
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a

b

c

d

Figure 28: Initial SAR image (a), map of the training patches (b), initial (c) and final (d)
segmentation maps.
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A


Figure 29: Texture regions




in the final segmentation map.
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Generally, the conditional piecewise-homogeneous models possess various interaction structures for the regions with the same label or with the same gray level difference.



Due to their internal symmetries, all the models exploit the like parameter learning
scheme and embed both the texture simulation and segmentation into the same Bayesian decision framework.



The learning scheme, based on the MLE of the Gibbs potentials, allows to estimate
both the characteristic structure of the interactions and the potentials for the chosen
structure by using, first, the analytic and, then, the stochastic approximation of the
potentials.



The conditional MLE of the potentials, provided that the training sample may rank a
feasible top place in a parent population by the total Gibbs energy, allows to obtain
the explicit, to scaling factors, potentials and reduce the learning only to these factors.
The Bayesian decisions regarding the desired image or region map are approximated
by generating the Markov chain of the images or maps by the controllable simulated
annealing.

There are many open problems to be solved in future, in particular, an optimal search
for the interacting structure, a theoretical justification of the control parameters and stopping rules to be used for the potential refinement and image simulation, unsupervised learning techniques to exclude or reduce the supervised learning of the inter-region interactions
which are most different in the training and test images, unsupervised texture segmentation
using specific models with multiple pairwise pixel interactions, etc...
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